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1. Proposed Title  

Does Democracy matter? Truth and Reconciliation Commissions and Established, Nascent and 
Non-democratic Governments 
 

2. Background 

Several findings of my PhD, on reconciliation in post-genocide Rwanda, call into question 
important assumptions of the growing literatures on post-1994 Rwanda and on transitional 
justice more generally. For example, systematic interviews with members of two rural 
communities in the south of the country reveal that ethnicity is not a sufficient explanatory 
variable for attitudes and behaviours vis-à-vis reconciliation. Moreover, it became obvious that 
coexistence, a word not associated with official government discourse, and with less ambitious 
connotations, is a more appropriate term for describing the lived experiences and expectations of 
Rwandan respondents. In addition, mixed small income generating development projects seemed 
to play an important positive role in fostering coexistence, as per Sociology’s Contact 
Hypothesis. Ordinary Rwandans considered annual commemoration and public forgiveness 
ceremonies staged and detrimental to local relations– in contrast to the exhibitionistic premise of 
the South African Truth and Reconciliation model.  

Based on these various findings, my thesis suggests one answer to the question of 
whether coexistence can be imposed by an authoritarian government such as the Rwandan 
Patriotic Front (RPF). My answer is a counter-intuitive, qualified “yes.” This contradicts the bulk 
of transitional justice and peacebuilding literature that points to democracy as a pre-requisite to 
durable peace and social harmony. Besides relying on the normative position that democracy is 
the best governance system, this “democracy assumption”, also relies on the premise that 
democratic transitional justice interventions lead to better, more legitimate (i.e. popularly 
endorsed) outcomes.  

 

3. Research question 

Building on my PhD thesis findings, I propose to examine empirical evidence addressing the 
hypothesis that democratic governments (established or emerging) design and implement 
“better” transitional justice mechanisms than authoritarian governments.  

 



4. Methodology 

I propose to begin by conducting a literature review on countries that have designed, mandated, 
or established transitional justice mechanisms. I will use this review to suggest the intensive 
study of three country cases, each of which will have had a different governmental structure 
during the transition: (i) an established democratic government, (ii) a nascent democracy or (iii) 
an authoritarian government. I will collect new data for these cases using key informant 
interviews by telephone and email (a technique I honed during my PhD research). The cases will 
all concern countries that experienced mass societal violence or abuses (i.e. genocide, ethnic 
cleansing, mass human rights violations). In all three cases, the government must be responsible 
for initiating the transitional justice mechanisms through the executive or legislative branches. I 
will leave aside for the moment international (UN or INGO) commissions such as in El Salvador 
(1992-93) or Rwanda (1993) “hybrid” courts such as in Sierra Leone (2002-03), given that they 
are not nationally-driven. I will also leave aside transitional justice cases in which the activities 
were spearheaded by local communities.1 To establish a common criterion for measuring the 
process, product, and impact of these transitional justice mechanisms, I will focus on truth 
commissions that have completed their work.  
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1 Such “grassroots” reconciliation activities are equally worthy of study, but are numerically few and usually not 
well documented, requiring much more time devoted to data gathering. See the case of the Greensboro Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission in the USA for example. 


